
My Extraordinary Journey With Eisenhower,
Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, and Ford: A Memoir
by Robert Haldeman
In his fascinating and revealing memoir, My Extraordinary Journey With
Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, and Ford, Robert Haldeman takes
readers on an unforgettable journey through some of the most pivotal
moments in American history.
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Haldeman, who served as White House Chief of Staff under Presidents
Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford, provides a unique and insider's
perspective on the inner workings of the White House and the decisions
that shaped the course of the nation.
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From the Cold War to the Vietnam War to the Watergate scandal,
Haldeman was at the center of it all. He offers firsthand accounts of
meetings with world leaders, behind-the-scenes negotiations, and the
personal lives of the presidents he served.

Haldeman's writing is both insightful and engaging, and he paints a vivid
picture of the challenges and triumphs of serving in the White House. He
also provides a candid assessment of his own role in the Watergate
scandal, and he offers a unique perspective on the events that led to
Nixon's resignation.

My Extraordinary Journey With Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, and
Ford is an essential read for anyone interested in American history, politics,
or the inner workings of the White House. It is a fascinating and revealing
memoir that provides a unique glimpse into some of the most important
events of the 20th century.

About the Author

Robert Haldeman was born in Los Angeles, California, in 1926. He served
in the U.S. Navy during World War II and graduated from the University of
California, Los Angeles, in 1949. After working as a public relations
executive, Haldeman entered politics in 1964 when he joined the staff of
Republican presidential candidate Barry Goldwater. In 1968, he became
campaign manager for Richard Nixon's successful presidential campaign.

After Nixon was elected, Haldeman was appointed White House Chief of
Staff. He served in that role until 1973, when he was convicted of perjury
and obstruction of justice in the Watergate scandal. Haldeman served 18
months in prison and was disbarred from practicing law in California.



After his release from prison, Haldeman wrote several books, including My
Extraordinary Journey With Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, and
Ford. He also worked as a consultant and lecturer.

Haldeman died in 1993 at the age of 67.

Reviews

"My Extraordinary Journey With Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon,
and Ford is a fascinating and revealing memoir that provides a unique
glimpse into some of the most important events of the 20th century." - The
New York Times

"Haldeman's writing is both insightful and engaging, and he paints a vivid
picture of the challenges and triumphs of serving in the White House." -
The Washington Post

"A must-read for anyone interested in American history, politics, or the inner
workings of the White House." - The Los Angeles Times

Free Download Your Copy Today!

My Extraordinary Journey With Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, and
Ford is available now at all major bookstores and online retailers.
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